The degree distribution P (k) in complex networks has been obtained by maximizing the nonextensive information entropy with the three constraints: < 1 >= 1, < k >= µ and < k 2 >= ρ, where <> denotes the average over P (k). The distribution P (k) is expressed by a generalized Gaussian (referred to as Q-Gaussian) which has a maximum at k = µ with a width proportional to √ ρ − µ 2 , in contrast to a conventional q-Gaussian with a maximum at the zero value. It has been shown that Q-Gaussian well describes the degree distribution in small-world networks. An alternative, differential-equation approach to Q-Gaussian is discussed also.
INTRODUCTION
In the last several years, there is an increased interest in two subjects of statistical physics:
(1) nonextensive statistical mechanics [1] -[4] and (2) complex networks [5] - [10] . As for the first subject (1), Tsallis has developed the nonextensive statistics (NES), proposing the generalized entropy given by [1] [2]
where q denotes the entropic index and p i the probability of the state i. It is noted that in the limit of q = 1, S q reduces to the entropy in the Boltzman-Gibbs statistics given by
The NES has been successfully applied to a wide range of nonextensive systems including physics, chemistry, mathematics, astronomy, geophysics, biology, medicine, economics, engineering, linguistics, and others [4] .
The subject (2) has been initiated by the seminal paper of Watts and Strogatz [5] .
Since then considerable study has been made on complex networks [9] - [13] . Existing and proposed networks are classified into two types:
(i) Networks where the number of nodes is constant and where the degree distribution P (k) for a given node to be connected to k neighbors, has a maximum at or near < k > with finite width where <> denotes the average over P (k). This type includes random and small-world networks [5] [6] .
(ii) Networks where the number of nodes is not stationary and where the distribution varies between the exponential and power forms. This type includes scale-free (SF) networks, which were originally proposed by Barabási and Albert [8] with a growth of nodes and their preferential attachments. Many models and mechanisms have been proposed not only for growing but also for non-growing SF networks with geographical and non-geographical structures.
It is possible that the two subjects (1) and (2) are intimately related. By using the nonextensive information entropy as given by Eq. (1), Wilk and Wlodarczyk have recently obtained the degree distribution P (k) of SF networks given by [11] 
where µ =< k >. The expression (3) is universal because in the limit of q = 1 it reduces to the exponential distribution given by P (k) ∝ e −k/µ , and for k ≫ µ/(q − 1) it yields the power law given by P (k) ∝ k q/(1−q) . Thus the expression (3) successfully accounts for degree distribution in SF networks. Recently Soares et al. [13] have proposed the two-dimensional growth model for SF networks where the degree distribution is given by Eq. (3) with µ and q expressed in terms of model parameters.
As for networks of the type (i), the degree distribution P (k) of Watts-Strogatz (WS)
small-world networks [5] is not expressed by a simple function although an analytical expression has been obtained [14] [15]. Figure 1 shows P (k) of WS small-world networks with N = 100 and µ = 10 for various randomness p (= 2N r /Nµ) which is obtained by simulations with 1000 trials by a rewiring of N r edges from the regular network [16] . For p = 0 (regular netwroks), P (k) becomes a delta-function at k = µ. With increasing p, P (k) has a wider distribution with a peak at k = µ. As a comparison, we show by open circles in Fig. 1 , P (k) of random networks given by
where c = µ/N and C m n = m!/n! (m − n)!. In the limit of N → ∞, Eq. (4) reduces to the Poisson distribution given by
Note that even for p = 1, P (k) of the WS small-world network is different from that of random networks because the former is not locally equivalent to the latter with some memory of the starting regular network [14] .
We suppose that the degree distribution P (k) in WS small-world networks shown in Fig. 1 may be described by a simple function if the nonextensivite information entropy is properly taken into account. The purpose of present paper is to investigate such a possibility. This is indeed possible, as will be demonstrated in the present paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we adopt the maximum-entropy method for the nonextensive information entropy to get the generalized Gaussian distribution with three constraints of < 1 >= 1, < k >= µ and < k 2 >= ρ. Our generalized Gaussian distribution, which is hereafter referred to as Q-Gaussian, has a maximum at k = µ. In contrast, a conventional q-Gaussian distribution which has been widely employed in many subjects such as self-gravitating stellar systems [17] and ideal gas [18] , has a peak at the zero value. In Sec. 3, Q-Gaussian distribution is adopted for an analysis of the degree distribution of WS small-world networks. The final Sec. 4 is devoted to discussions and conclusions. In the appendix, we discuss an alternative approach of stochastic differential equation to Q-Gaussian.
2 Nonextensive maximum-entropy method
Shannon information entropy
We have adopted a network with N nodes whose adjacent matrix is c ij = c ji = 1 for a coupled pair (i, j) and zero otherwise. The degree distribution P (k) for a given node to have k neighbors is defined by
where <> G denotes the average over graphs. The averaged coordination number µ is given by
The coupling connectivity R is defined by [16] 
First we consider the Shannon entropy given by
Assuming that µ and R of the adopted networks are given, we obtain P (k) which maximizes S with the constraints given by
We get
where β and γ are Lagrange multipliers relevant to the constraints given by Eqs. (13) and (14), respectively.
Nonextensive information entropy
Next we extend our discussion by employing the generalized entropy first proposed by Tsallis [1, 2] :
which reduces to the Shannon entropy in the limit of q = 1. Here p k denotes the probability for couplings of k neighbors whose explicit form will be given shortly [Eq. (22)]. The three constraints corresponding to Eqs. (12)- (14) are given by
where P (k) is the escort probability given by
with
By imposing the maximum condition to the entropy with the three constraints, we get
Equation (22) may be rewritten as
6 with
where exp q (x) expresses the q-exponential function defined by
Parameters of ζ and η, which are newly introduced in place of β and γ, are determined by the constraints given by Eqs. (18) and (19) as
In general Eqs.(29) and (30) are numerically evaluated. We note from Eqs. (20) and (23) that for (k − η) ≫ 1/ ζ(q − 1) with q > 1, the degree distribution P (k) obeys the power law given by
Q-Gaussian
In order to get some analytical results, we hereafter assume that k is a continuous variable varying from −∞ to ∞. This may be justified when µ is very large:
for which we get
B(x, y) denoting the beta function. Equations (35) and (36) lead to
From Eqs. (23), (33) and (37), we get
where
.
Γ(x) being the gamma function. It is easy to see that D q reduces to unity in the limit of q = 1 because lim |z|→∞ Γ(z + a)/Γ(z)z a = 1 [19] . Equations (37) and (38) shows that q < 3 because the positive definiteness of fluctuations requires κ > 0.
It is worthwhile to make a brief discussion relevant to Q-Gaussian given by Eqs. (22), we get a conventional q-Gaussian given by [17] [18]
where β ′ denotes a constant related to the Lagrange multiplier and u the generalized velocity. The Q-Gaussian given by Eq. (39) and q-Gaussian given by Eq. (43) are ostensibly similar though the former has a peak at the mean value while the latter at the zero value. as a function of p by simulations with 1000 trials [16] . We have obtained σ by using (14) and (34). Chain and dashed curves in Fig. 3 show R and σ, respectively, as a function of p. With increasing p, both R and σ are monotonously increased.
We have tried to fit P (k) of Q-Gaussian distribution given by Eqs. good fitting is obtained with q = 1.25 for p = 0.04. We note that the nonextensivity is significant for q < 0.4. It is interesting that degree distribution for 0.4 ≤ p ≤ 0.8 may be described by the simple Gaussian (q = 1.0). respectively. The optimum q values, plotted by the solid curve in Fig. 5 , shows that q is decreased for larger µ with a broad peak at µ ∼ 8. .
µ dependence

σ− and µ-dependence
Discussions and Conclusions
By adopting the maximum-entropy method, we have obtained Q-Gaussian given by Eqs.
(39)-(42). It has been demonstrated that degree distribution of WS small-world networks is well described by Q-Gaussian. Barrat and Weight have obtained an analytical expression for P (k) of WS small-world networks, which is given by [14] 
where f (k, µ) = min(k − µ/2, µ/2). It is surprising that simple Q-Gaussian given by Eq.
(39) well explains the degree distribution expressed by Eq. (44) or obtained by simulations [15] . It is not clear at this moment whether Q-Gaussian has some physical significance, or only phenomenological meaning. In order to clarify the point, we are requested to explain the µ-and σ-dependence of the entropic index q shown in Fig. 7 .
In the present paper, Q-Gaussian has been derived by the maximum-entropy method.
There are, however, alternative approaches to Q-Gaussian. In the Appendix we have obtained the Q-Gaussian by employing the stochastic differential equations subject to additive and multiplicative white noises. It would be possible to develop a theory in which Q-Gaussian is generated by a superposition of Gaussian or Poisson distributions with a proper probability distribution, just as in superstatistics [20] . Such an approach has been recently adopted for scale-free networks [21] . Our analysis made in this paper has been confined to the case in which the condition given by Eq. (32) is satisfied. In a general case, we have to solve Eqs. (29) and (30) to determine ζ and η for given µ and σ, just as made by Eqs. (33)- (36) in the studied case. It is quite interesting that degree distributions in both small-world and scale-free networks may be described by nonextensive information entropy. We expect that there are many phenomena in which the distribution is expressed by Q-Gaussian, besides complex networks.
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A Differential-equation approach to Q-Gaussian
Recently Anteneodo and Tsallis [22] have studied the Langevin equation subject to additive and multiplicative noises, which lead to nonextensive statistics. We here assume that the Langevin equation is given by
where λ denotes the relaxation rate; η(t) and ξ(t) are additive and multiplicative white noises with vanishing means and variances of 2A and 2M, respectively, as given by
The Fokker-Planck equation is given by [22] ∂p(u, t) ∂t
Its static solution becomes [22] 
Equation (51) may be rewritten as
Alternatively, Eq. (51) may be rewritten as
with 
